Animal personality: what are behavioural ecologists measuring?
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ABSTRACT

The discovery that an individual may be constrained, and even behave sub-optimally, because of its personality type has fundamental implications for understanding individual- to group-level processes. Despite recent interest in the study of animal personalities within behavioural ecology, the field is fraught with conceptual and methodological difficulties inherent in any young discipline. We review the current agreement of definitions and methods used in personality studies across taxa and systems, and find that current methods risk misclassifying traits. Fortunately, these problems have been faced before by other similar fields during their infancy, affording important opportunities to learn from past mistakes. We review the tools that were developed to overcome similar methodological problems in psychology. These tools emphasise the importance of attempting to measure animal personality traits using multiple tests and the care that needs to be taken when interpreting correlations between personality traits or their tests. Accordingly, we suggest an integrative theoretical framework that incorporates these tools to facilitate a robust and unified approach in the study of animal personality.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Behavioural ecology is the study of the ecological and evolutionary bases for animal behaviour and emphasises the individual as the fundamental unit of analysis. Each sub-discipline in behavioural ecology uses rigorous evolutionary reasoning to explain how animals use behaviour to deal with their intrinsic and extrinsic environments. Such thinking has made behavioural ecology a fast-paced field (Caro & Sherman, 2011). However, the use of optimization theory in this thinking has led to the assumption that variation in animal behaviour is either centred on a single adaptive optimum, or on two or more co-existing evolutionarily stable strategies (Weiss & Adams, 2013). Variation around these optima has been traditionally viewed as noise (Mather & Anderson, 1993). Recent research in behavioural ecology challenges this view and proposes a ‘new’ concept that can explain variation in behaviour including sub-optimal tendencies: animal personality (Réale et al., 2007). Animal personality refers to between-individual differences in behaviour that persist through time (Biro & Stamps, 2008; alternatively, behavioural type: Sih et al., 2004b). A related concept, behavioural syndromes, goes one step further, referring to individual-level differences in correlations between personality traits or behaviours (Table 1; see also Stamps & Groothuis, 2010). Here we will refer to animal personality in its broadest sense (as ‘behavioural variation between individuals’), encompassing the concept of behavioural syndromes throughout. Further, we use the term personality ‘trait’ in the behavioural ecological sense as a particular aspect of an individual’s behavioural repertoire, such as aggression or boldness (for a complete glossary of terms used in this article, see Table 1).

Several theories have been proposed to explain the apparently suboptimal behavioural tendencies associated with animal personalities (Dingemanse & Wolf, 2010; Wolf & Weissing, 2010). For example, theories based on cost-benefit trade-offs predict that a bolder individual may receive a benefit by outcompeting conspecifics to gain greater access to resources (Pruitt, Kiechert & Jones, 2008; Short & Petren, 2008), but bolder animals may also take more risks making them more susceptible to predation (Bremner-Harrison, Proodoh & Elwood, 2004; Carter, Goldizen & Tromp, 2010). Animal personalities are associated with differences in fitness and are partly heritable, which raises important questions about how variation in personality is maintained in natural populations (reviewed in Bell, 2007). Despite this, there is still relatively little known about the causes and consequences of animal personality, from either proximate or ultimate perspectives.

Behavioural ecologists are currently asking three broad questions regarding animal personality: (i) why do individuals vary consistently in their behaviour, in some contexts to the point of sub-optimality; (ii) if selection ‘pushes’ behaviour towards one or more optimal strategies, how is further variation in animal behaviour maintained; (iii) why do cross-context behavioural correlations (behavioural syndromes) occur? Empiricists interested in any of these broad theoretical questions must first measure behaviours to establish whether they exhibit between-individual differences. Despite a recent surge in popularity within behavioural ecology (Réale et al., 2010), the study of animal personalities is fraught with conceptual and methodological difficulties inherent in any young field. Perhaps most telling is the confusion about how personality traits are defined and measured (see Section II). This confusion can lead to mislabelling traits and misinterpreting results, putting the development of animal personality theory at risk. This in turn raises two fundamental questions: are researchers who are attempting to test the same personality traits in different taxa actually measuring the same thing? And if not, does this have implications for comparing the results of animal personality studies? The methodological and conceptual problems facing the field of animal personality theory are by no means novel. In fact, many concerns within the behavioural ecology approach to animal personality have been raised in other fields previously (Weiss & Adams, 2013). However, no proposed methodological or conceptual frameworks offer solutions to the myriad issues identified. Here, we review the current issues raised regarding the definitions and methods used to measure animal personality across taxa and systems, and demonstrate that the tools to overcome these problems have been developed previously in the psychological literature. Our aim is to highlight teething problems in the field, and by heeding the lessons learned elsewhere, encourage a unified approach to future animal personality studies through the use of research tools that have been successfully employed elsewhere.

II. PROBLEMS MEASURING PERSONALITY TRAITS

1) Many tests for one trait

Boldness is one of the most commonly measured personality traits (Conrad et al., 2011), but is perhaps the trait with least consensus over its definition. For instance, boldness has been interpreted as being the propensity to take risks, especially in novel situations (Coleman & Wilson, 1998; Toms, Echevarria & Jouandot, 2010), whereas Réale et al. (2007) defined boldness as an individual’s response to a risky situation alone, and excluded reactions to novel situations and stimuli altogether.

Tests of boldness reflect the confusion inherent in its definition. Boldness has been tested by quantifying behavioural responses to novel objects, responses to a novel environment, and responses to predation risk (Toms et al., 2010). However, these three types of test are not necessarily comparable and demonstrate a lack of standardised tests for quantifying the behaviour (Toms et al., 2010; Budaev & Brown, 2011; Conrad et al., 2011; Carter et al., 2012b). Fox et al. (2009), for example, measured both novel object exploration and exploration of a novel environment in their
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Table 1. Glossary of terms

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Term</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A behaviour</td>
<td>A mutually exclusive aspect of a behavioural repertoire that can be quantified in a test or as part of an activity budget.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Behavioural syndromes</td>
<td>Correlations between two or more personality traits through time or across contexts.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Factor</td>
<td>A group of frequently correlating personality traits that ideally is orthogonal to other traits. For example, boldness and aggression could usually be included in one factor. Factors are normally identified through interpretation of output from data-reduction techniques, e.g. principal component analysis (PCA).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Label</td>
<td>A term used to describe a personality trait.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Measurement</td>
<td>A value that is taken from a test that is used to quantify an aspect of a personality trait (such as latency to enter the open field).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overlap</td>
<td>The concept that one test can simultaneously measure two or more personality traits.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Personality (Personality)</td>
<td>Between-individual differences in behaviour that persist through time.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Personality) trait</td>
<td>A specific aspect of a behavioural repertoire that can be quantified and that shows between-individual variation and within-individual consistency (such as boldness, aggression, activity).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Validity</td>
<td>The degree to which a test measures the targeted trait.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Definitions of types of animal personality tests and a non-exhaustive list of what they have been used to measure

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test</th>
<th>Execution</th>
<th>Used to measure</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Open field</td>
<td>An individual is introduced into an arena, usually novel. Can be ‘forced’ or ‘free’ if the individual is given no choice to enter or allowed to enter the arena at will, respectively</td>
<td>Emotionality, fear, gregariousness and exploration (Walsh &amp; Cummins, 1976)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Novel object</td>
<td>An individual is introduced to a novel object</td>
<td>Boldness (Frost et al., 2007; Kurvers et al., 2009), exploration (Réale et al., 2007)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Novel environment</td>
<td>A modified version of the open-field test; an individual is introduced into an unfamiliar environment, but the environment may include novel stimuli, or familiar stimuli arranged in a novel manner</td>
<td>Exploration-avoidance (Dingemanse et al., 2007), activity (Butler et al., 2011)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emergence test</td>
<td>A modified version of the open-field test if the individual is emerging into a novel environment; individuals are either introduced to a novel environment/open field (arguably a measurement from an open-field test) or are startled in their home cages and their latencies to emerge from a shelter or resume normal behaviour are recorded</td>
<td>Boldness (Brown &amp; Braithwaite, 2004; Lopez et al., 2005), fearfulness (Miller et al., 2005)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

study of mountain chickadees (*Poecile gambeli*). The authors did not find a correlation between the traits and highlighted that they were not interchangeable, as suggested by other studies (see references in Fox et al., 2009). A similar result was found in a study of pumpkinseed sunfish (*Lepomis gibbosus*); reaction to a threatening novel stimulus did not correlate with response to a novel food (Coleman & Wilson, 1998). Both studies suggested that the behaviour tested was specific to the context in which it was tested. Dingemanse et al. (2007) encountered a similar problem when attempting to test shyness-boldness in sticklebacks (*Gasterosteus aculeatus*) using antipredator behaviour (response to risk). They compared the exploratory behaviour of sticklebacks when exposed to a predator housed in an adjacent compartment and their behaviour when exposed to an empty compartment. The authors found no significant differences and relabelled this behaviour as a measure of ‘exploration-avoidance of an altered environment’. This study not only highlights the importance of using controls, but also that incorrectly labelling personality traits may be a common problem. We know of only one study that has directly investigated the relationship between multiple tests of boldness in the same individuals with the intent of describing the validity of the tests. Burns (2008; but see also Bergvall et al., 2011; Carter et al., 2012b) measured the responses of individual guppies (*Poecilia reticulata*) to three experiments intended to measure boldness: an open-field test, an emergence test and a novel-object test (Table 2). The open-field and emergence tests correlated with each other, but neither of these tests correlated with the results of the novel-object test, leading Burns (2008) to conclude that the novel-object test should not be used to assess boldness in guppies.

A further important consideration is that a test for one species/taxon is not necessarily appropriate as a test for another (Weiss & Adams, 2013). For example, while some animals may perceive a greater risk of predation in an open as opposed to a closed habitat (Blumstein & Daniel, 2003), the same may not be true for species that are predated primarily in closed habitats (Whittingham et al., 2004). Although comparability between studies is desirable, if a test is to be adapted to a new system, every effort should be made to make the test as ecologically relevant as possible.
(2) One test for many traits

Boldness is commonly studied but remains ill-defined. Different investigative methods of boldness do not always correlate, indicating that ‘boldness’ might encompass several distinct behavioural traits. However, the reverse is also true. Many traits can be measured with one test. The open-field test is frequently used to measure activity-exploration (for example, Boyer et al., 2010) or boldness (for example, Brown & Braithwaite, 2004) and involves quantifying aspects of an animal’s behaviour after being introduced to an open and novel environment. This simple method is thus used frequently but there are fundamental problems with its interpretation in different circumstances. An individual can be introduced to the open field by force (by placing it in the environment with no opportunity to escape), or be offered the flexibility to explore the open field freely (with access to a refuge, by having its home cage placed in or connecting to the environment) (Walsh & Cummins, 1976; Crusio, 2001). However, behaviour in forced versus free exploration contexts may not necessarily correspond to the same traits (Kavanau, 1967; Lester, 1968; Misslin & Cigrang, 1986). Free open-field tests are more likely to measure voluntary exploration/curiosity and information-gathering behaviour, while forced-open-field tests are more likely to measure fear or anxiety (or both) (Misslin & Cigrang, 1986). In a review of the use of open-field tests, Walsh & Cummins (1976) highlighted that the test has been interpreted as measuring emotionality, fear, gregariousness (if more than one individual was used) and exploration. Taken together, these studies indicate that care needs to be taken when using the open-field test, and other tests where protocol differences exist, to test personality traits, especially when comparing across multiple studies.

One test can simultaneously be influenced by and thus measure two or more personality traits (Réale et al., 2007). This ‘overlap’ can become especially clear when multiple measurements are taken and data-reduction techniques, such as factor or principal components analysis, are used (Gorsuch, 1983). If the test measured only one trait, then only one factor/component explaining substantial variation in the measurements would be identified. However, it is more often the case that two or more of the resultant factors/components have this explanatory power, such that two or three unrelated traits will emerge (assuming that each factor/component represents a trait) (for example, see Carter et al., 2012a). Although a test that directly measures a targeted trait may be a desirable goal, in reality a test will likely be influenced by multiple traits at the same time (Réale et al., 2007). We deal with this issue further in Section III.

Fortunately these types of problems have been faced before by other fields during their infancy, affording excellent opportunities to adopt their solutions and avoid the likely stagnation associated with inertia in updating methods and concepts (Lockard, 1971; see also Beach, 1950; Hodos & Campbell, 1969; Boice, 1971). Here we consider the use of psychometrics, the theory of psychological measurement, which has helped personality research in the fields of comparative psychology, the psychological study of animal behaviour, and differential psychology, the investigation of individual differences in behaviour (John, Robins & Pervin, 2008). We first outline an important caveat when considering psychometric applications to the study of animal personality within behavioural ecology. We then review important tools and theories that could be applied to, and should not be overlooked within, behavioural ecology.

(1) An important caveat

Three important points regarding the differences between the psychological and behavioural ecological literatures that may impede communication between the two fields are as follows. First, there are important differences in terminology (Koski, 2011; Uher, 2011a). Uher (2011a) outlines these differences in detail; one clear example is the term ‘trait’. The term is used in behavioural ecology (and by us herein) to mean a measured aspect of an individual’s behaviour that is, usually, repeatable (e.g. the rate a behaviour is observed) while in psychology the use is more abstract and describes a construct (see Section III.4). Further confusion is added because these terminologies are often debated within each field (for example, see Lay, 1973). Second, psychologists have remarked that behavioural ecology has a narrow, restricted and incomprehensive view of personality variation (Uher, 2011a; Weiss & Adams, 2013). However, this view relates to differences in approach and research goals: behavioural ecologists take a reductionist approach to animal personality whereas psychologists take a more holistic approach (for a longer discussion of these differences, see Koski, 2011; Uher, 2011a; Weiss & Adams, 2013). Finally, there is much historical (and perhaps contemporary) conceptual debate within the psychometric literature (see definitions in Cronbach & Mechl, 1955; Campbell & Fiske, 1959 and discussion in Uher, 2011a). While these differences may seem daunting, the psychological and psychometric literatures nonetheless provide an established discussion of measurement problems currently systemic in animal personality research in behavioural ecology.

(2) Test validity

Validity refers to the degree to which a test measures the targeted trait (Burns, 2008; see also Réale et al., 2007). A frequently recurring critique of personality psychology involves the validity of the tests that are used to measure the trait of interest (Duckworth & Kern, 2011). One of the first ways to remedy this problem is to use multiple measurements for multiple traits, and investigate correlations among
the measurements (Campbell & Fiske, 1959). However, it is important to be aware that correlations between two measurements could be influenced by shared method variance (Campbell & Fiske, 1959). That is, systematic variation in the type of method used to obtain the measurements could cause tests using similar methods to be more correlated than tests using different methods. This is a particular problem for behavioural ecologists, as most of the methods used are similar (behavioural observations). Method variance can be explicitly estimated by using hierarchically nested models, however, when more than one method is used (Widaman, 1985). Three other key aspects to trait measurement are particularly relevant to behavioural ecologists: reliability, and convergent and discriminant validities (Table 3) (Burns, 2008).

(a) Reliability
Reliability refers to the consistency of a measure through time, across contexts or across raters/observers. It estimates whether there is agreement between repeated tests of the same nature. Reliability differs from validity because a test may be reliable but not be valid. A common analogy used to demonstrate this difference (Nunnally, 1978) is an archer (the researcher) trying to hit a target (the trait) with a bow and arrow (the test). Validity refers to how close to the centre of the target the arrows land while reliability refers to how close together the arrows are clustered. Reliability is the first psychometric test employed in psychological research to assess a test’s performance (Gosling, 2001). In animal personality studies this approach is common practice, and is known as consistency or, more commonly, repeatability (Bell, Hankison & Laskowski, 2009). In fact, behaviours must be repeatable to be considered personality traits within behavioural ecology (Sih, Bell & Johnson, 2004a; Réale et al., 2007).

(b) Convergent and discriminant validity
Convergent and discriminant validities rest at either end of a spectrum for validating trait tests (Campbell & Fiske, 1959). Convergent validity investigates whether two tests actually measure the same trait (that is, the measurements from both tests should correlate). Conversely, discriminant validity investigates whether two tests that are employed to measure different traits actually measure different traits (that is, the measurements from the tests should not correlate). In psychology, each measurement from a test is referred to as a trait-method unit and researchers are encouraged to use a multi-trait, multi-method approach to describe variation in personality (Campbell & Fiske, 1959). While it is possible in psychology to use multiple methods (such as behavioural scoring and self-assessment), behavioural ecologists are frequently restricted to one method (behavioural observations), but can use multiple tests. Studies that predict but fail to find a correlation between two tests usually conclude that the trait is context specific. An example would be Fox et al.’s (2009) study that failed to find a correlation between response to a novel object and response to a novel environment. However, we could alternatively conclude that the two tests measured different personality traits (Burns, 2008; Carter et al., 2012b), and so are highly discriminant (Campbell & Fiske, 1959; for alternative interpretations, see Cronbach & Meehl, 1955). Without the use of multiple tests for a given trait it is impossible to measure how convergent or discriminant the tests are. This can result in, at the very least, confusion over what trait is actually being measured and, in the worst case, measurement of a trait that is interpreted incorrectly. Lessons from psychometrics and psychology (McGree, 1982; Duckworth & Kern, 2011) therefore emphasise the importance of attempting to measure animal personality traits using multiple methods, or in the case of behavioural ecology, multiple tests (Cronbach & Meehl, 1955; Campbell & Fiske, 1959; Uher, 2011a; Weiss & Adams, 2013). In behavioural ecology this is rarely the case (but see Burns, 2008; Bergvall et al., 2011; Carter et al., 2012b). The use of a multi-trait, multi-test approach (Campbell & Fiske, 1959) would allow assessment of a test’s appropriateness and aid in further identification of personality traits and behavioural syndromes.

(c) Other validities
Two other validation techniques are commonly discussed in psychological research: face validity and construct validity (Nunnally, 1978). In the first case, a test that appears to measure the trait of interest is said to have face validity (i.e. the correlation between a trait’s theoretical definition and the subject’s response to the test). Although face validity is fundamental for a test to be used, differential psychologists have noted that it is frequently assumed and infrequently confirmed (Nevo, 1985). For example, for open-field studies, defecation was used as a measure of emotionality (response to fear/anxiety) as it had long been known that defecation/urination occurs during periods of emotional stress (that is, it has face validity; Hall, 1934). After some debate about the use of this test (Archer, 1973), it was later validated in a study that measured both defecation and physiological responses to the open-field test (Demenberg, 1973). It is apparent from psychology that face validity can be confounded with construct validity (see below) leading to the possible failure to identify reliable tests.

In the second case, construct validity, like face validity, is related to a theoretical understanding of personality, and investigates the theoretically predicted relationships among a variety of psychological traits and behaviours. That is, a construct is an a priori theoretical idea of how behaviours should be inter-correlated (Cronbach & Meehl, 1955; Nunnally, 1978). While behavioural syndromes may similarly investigate correlations between behaviours, construct validity raises an important conceptual point that is frequently overlooked in behavioural ecology (from Nunnally, 1978, p. 104): while two behaviours may correlate, this is not proof that either behaviour measures the targeted trait/factor (see Section III.3).
(3) Jingle-jangle fallacies and trait definitions

Confusion about over- or under-labelling traits is known in differential psychology as the jingle-jangle fallacy (Gosling, 2001; Bell, 2007; Uher, 2011a). The ‘jingle’ fallacy refers to a single trait label that inadvertently describes two functionally different traits measured with different tests. The ‘jangle’ fallacy refers to two labels that actually measure the same trait (Block, 1995). Jingle-jangle fallacies can be pervasive and misleading, and there is a need to identify poor tests as early as possible (Jacoby, 1978; Block, 1995). For example, exploration of a novel object and exploration of a novel environment/open field may be given the same label: exploration. However, as noted above, if exploration of an open field is forced, the test may measure anxiety and not exploration, and we would have committed a jingle fallacy. In such circumstances, to avoid a jangle fallacy, each test might be given a different trait name. But this may generate another problem, namely confusion within animal personality studies and the risk that the two trait names could be seen as synonymous of the same trait: a jangle fallacy.

Winter et al. (1998) recognised the jangle fallacy among personality psychologists who were concurrently, but separately, studying psychological traits and motives (two different concepts within this field). While testing the convergent and discriminant validities of tests is essential, progress in answering proximate and ultimate questions about personality could potentially be gained more efficiently by using a phylogenetically controlled meta-analytical approach to identify those traits, and those tests used to measure them, which have been consistently validated in the literature. These traits could then form the basis of a general framework for the study of animal personality (Duckworth & Kern, 2011).

(4) Interpreting tests

Next we raise some issues regarding the interpretation of the results of personality tests. Assuming that reliability has been established, and method variance controlled for, there are two possible interpretations of the relationships between the results of tests of convergent and discriminant validity. These interpretations depend on the focus of the study: whether the tests or the traits being measured are of interest. In the first case, test validation for a single personality trait is the study’s goal, and interpretation focuses on whether the two different tests are measuring the same or different traits (the ‘personality-trait-validation’ interpretation, see Table 3). In the second case, which is more typical in behavioural ecology, the two different tests are already assumed to measure different personality traits and the goal is to establish a behavioural syndrome, such that interpretation focuses on the relationship between the two tested behaviours (the ‘behavioural-syndrome-identification’ interpretation, Table 3). Thus a positive correlation between two tested behaviours can come about because (i) the tests measure the same personality trait (the tests have convergent validity) or (ii) the two behaviours are linked by an underlying behavioural syndrome (Burns, 2008). Likewise, a lack of a correlation between two tested behaviours can come about because (iii) the tests measure different personality traits (the tests have discriminant validity) or (iv) the two behaviours are not linked in a behavioural syndrome (Sih et al., 2004a) (Table 3).

If we wished to study exploration as a personality trait, for example, we could perform two tests, exploration of a novel object and exploration of a novel environment/open field, to search for convergent validity. Under the trait-focused interpretation, if these tests did correlate, we could say that both tests measured exploration, but to be sure, we should perform one more test, such as aggression towards a conspecific that should not correlate with either exploration of a novel environment or of a novel object. Alternatively, if we found that the novel object and novel environment tests did not correlate, but that the novel object and aggression tests did, we could conclude that novel object and aggression measure the same trait, for example, boldness, with convergent validity and discriminant validity from exploration (novel environment) (Table 4). Depending on the goal of the study (test validation or identification of a behavioural syndrome) two different interpretations of the results are possible, and care should be taken when investigating correlations between multiple tests.

Table 3. Alternative interpretations of a correlation/lack of correlation between two tests/tested traits given a behavioural-syndrome-identification interpretation or a personality-trait-validation interpretation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Result</th>
<th>Personality-trait-validation interpretation</th>
<th>Behavioural-syndrome-identification interpretation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Correlation found between tests or measurements load on the same factor</td>
<td>1. The test shows <strong>convergent validity</strong>: the test/s allow(s) the measurement of the same personality trait</td>
<td>2. The behaviour is considered <strong>context general</strong>: the same behaviour is expressed in both situations (suggesting the existence of a syndrome)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No correlation found between tests or measurements load on different factors</td>
<td>3. The test shows <strong>discriminant validity</strong>: the test/s measure/s different personality traits</td>
<td>4. The behaviour is considered <strong>context specific</strong>: the expression of the behaviour depends on the context (suggesting no syndrome exists)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Table 4.** When assessing the validity of a test, the validity should be checked using multiple other tests (multi-trait, multi-test approach; see text for details)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test</th>
<th>Novel object</th>
<th>Open field</th>
<th>Aggression towards conspecific</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Exploration</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aggression towards conspecific</td>
<td>Convergent</td>
<td>Discriminant</td>
<td>Discriminant</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

'Convergent' represents a correlation between the traits, 'discriminant' represents no correlation. The bottom diagonal (grey cells) demonstrates the predicted correlations between tests if the test (e.g. novel object test) measured, in this example, exploration. The top diagonal (unshaded cells) represents the predicted correlations between tests if the test (e.g. novel object test) measured, in this example, boldness.

One possible solution to the problem posed by correlations between test measurements might be found via trait orthogonality (mathematical independence). This concept, primarily employed by differential and human personality researchers, uses factor analysis or principal component analysis (PCA) to identify the orthogonal personality factors that are robust across investigations, samples and time (Goldberg, 1992, 1993). This allows explanation of each factor’s observed patterns of variation and can be used to predict various aspects of an individual’s behaviour such as job-related performance (Goldberg, 1993). The method has been successfully used to compare personality across species (for example Gosling, Kwan & John, 2003; Weiss et al., 2011) and contexts (for example King, Weiss & Farmer, 2005) in differential and comparative psychology. While some cross-species studies (Mettke-Hofmann et al., 2005; Webster, Ward & Hart, 2009; Carter & Feeney, 2012) and cross-context studies (Sih, Kats & Maurer, 2003; Sih & Watters, 2005) have used this approach in behavioural ecology, they are rare and factor analysis is not a preferred method. However, we suggest that a factor analytic approach may be appropriate in behavioural ecology to (i) establish independent factors/axes of correlated personality traits (such as boldness-aggression axis), and (ii) investigate how these orthogonal axes impact on individual behavioural ecology, life-history productivity and fitness (Biro & Stamps, 2008). Such a factorial approach would also have the benefit of reducing the problems associated with jingle-jangle fallacies.

Réale et al. (2007) recommended using a ‘simplified terminology’ for animal personality traits that has been widely adopted within animal personality studies (the ‘Big Five’ animal personality traits: boldness, exploration-avoidance, activity, aggressiveness and sociability). Réale et al. (2007) proposed these terms as categories of traits rather than as traits themselves, warning that the terminology was not exhaustive and it should be reviewed after sufficient research had been conducted. Again, meta-analytical approaches may prove fruitful when attempting to review Réale et al.’s (2007) terminology and factor orthogonality may be a desirable goal. Overall, we see the factorial approach as compatible with existing animal personality research: (i) behavioural syndromes aim to identify correlations between traits, and a factorial approach would identify orthogonal factors (behavioural syndromes) composed of components (traits), and (ii) these syndromes/factors could be used to investigate both proximate and ultimate animal personality questions (for further discussion of hierarchical personality taxonomy, see Uher, 2011a,b).

(5) Measurement considerations

While the previous sections have raised theoretical issues with choosing tests and interpreting their results, this section is concerned with decisions about what to measure. These considerations can seem trivial (and are thus frequently overlooked), but may have a substantial effect on the outcome of the study. First, there is the consideration of what method to use to collect the data. Currently there are three different methods used: subjective personality ratings, behavioural coding and experimentation (Jones & Gosling, 2005; Vazire et al., 2007; Uher, 2008, 2011a,b; Koski, 2011).

Subjective assessments use ratings of multiple items, such as adjectives or behavioural descriptors, by observers familiar with individual animals to describe the dimensions encompassing multiple personality axes. Behavioural codings consist of recording the behaviour of a focal individual according to a predetermined ethogram, that is, a list of discrete behaviours performed by the species under study during the animal’s natural behaviour (Gosling, 2001; Vazire et al., 2007). Experimental assessments similarly record individual patterns of behaviour, but in response to controlled experimental stimuli, to assess variability in a ‘limited’ number of personality axes such as boldness, aggressiveness or sociability (Sih et al., 2004b; Nettle & Penke, 2010).

Combinations of these approaches are used by personality researchers in the fields of comparative and differential psychology and behavioural ecology, to varying degrees. Behavioural ecologists frequently use behavioural codings of natural behaviour and behaviour during experimentation to assess personality, while comparative psychologists often use ratings and behavioural codings of natural behaviour (hereafter, natural behaviour) and also use experimentation to assess personality (Uher, 2008; Uher & Asendorpf, 2008). Relationships are well established between natural behaviour and experimentation, and between natural behaviour and ratings (for example Pederson, King & Landau, 2005; Konečná et al., 2008; Carter et al., 2010; Kurvers et al., 2010), and there is some evidence that ratings are indicative of experimental responses as well (see Carter et al., 2012a and
IV. HOW TO MEASURE PERSONALITY TRAITS

We suggested that the indiscriminate use of ‘standard’ behavioural tests within animal personality studies may lead to the spurious labelling of personality traits, and have asked whether some studies are actually measuring what they intend to. Further, we explored, in fields such as comparative psychology, the past experiences of the problems and pitfalls that the animal personality approach in behavioural ecology is now facing. In this section, we incorporate the tools from these other fields into suggestions or goals that can be integrated into future research programs. As an exciting and fast-moving field, animal personality research is potentially at risk from academic ‘faddists’ (termed Zeitgeist-Shysters: Denenberg, 1969; cited in Fetterman, 1982). Therefore, if animal personality research is to maintain its rate of progress, it must develop a robust methodology including multiple trait tests, reliability and validation (Cronbach & Mechl, 1955; Uher, 2011a, Weiss & Adams, 2013), and continue to identify research questions and hypotheses clearly at their outset. Below we suggest methodological goals that include the tools discussed above, which can be incorporated into future animal personality studies.

(1) Consider test design. We have reviewed the many conceptual and practical measurement issues associated with different tests. Before starting to collect data, researchers should consider: (i) which method(s) should be used (subjective personality ratings, behavioural coding or experimentation), (ii) Whether the test actually measures the targeted trait in that species. That is, does the test have situational relevance? (iii) Situation strength and floor and ceiling effects. Is the stimulus situation too strong? Will having a cut-off in a weak situation affect an individual’s position along a personality gradient?

(2) Develop multiple tests for each trait of interest in the study. Multiple tests of a trait are necessary to establish the reliabilities and validities of the trait and the tests (step 3 below). For each trait that is to be investigated by the research question, we suggest consideration of the following: (i) the test have face validity? (ii) Have the tests for the trait been used previously? Do the results of the previous studies suggest that these tests are applicable to this study and system? (iii) Identify a primary test for a trait, and at least one other that can each be used to test for convergent or discriminant validities. (iv) Make explicit predictions about where correlations should occur between the chosen tests if the tests are measuring the targeted traits, i.e. consider construct validity before data are collected (see Section III.2c above).

(3) Validate the tests used in the study. Validation should comprise: (i) repeatability, (ii) ecological validity (Réale et al., 2007), (iii) convergent validity (a correlation between two tests that theoretically measure the same trait) and, (iv) discriminant validity (a lack of a correlation between two tests that are hypothesised to measure different traits) for each test.

Alternatively, to avoid Type I errors through testing each measurement against all other measurements (Dochtermann, 2010), principal components analysis or structural equation modelling (Loehlin, 1998; Dingemanse, Dochtermann & Wright, 2010a) can be used to investigate which test
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This measurement may concurrently measure activity. Should the tests overlap? For example, while exploration of multiple tests for measuring personality traits wherever possible, and urge that more consideration be given to interpreting the observed correlations between tests. 

If the tests do not load/correlate as predicted, consider the assumptions made.

V. CONCLUSIONS

(1) Throughout this review we have emphasised our view that the behavioural ecological approach to animal personality research is facing methodological and conceptual obstacles that may hinder its progress.

(2) Current use of personality tests can be problematic as in some cases different tests may be measuring the same personality trait (many to one) whereas in other cases one test may measure many traits (one to many). This makes their interpretation difficult and limits the scope and comparability of current studies.

(3) We have examined lessons learned by psychologists, and suggest tools that could be borrowed from the psychometric literature.

(4) We make suggestions for how future studies might use these tools to work towards a more unified and robust model of animal personality. In this framework we suggest the use of multiple tests for measuring personality traits wherever possible, and urge that more consideration be given to interpreting the observed correlations between tests.

(5) Despite the obstacles we outlined, we believe the tools exist to strengthen methodology in the field of animal personality research in behavioural ecology, and to further its exciting and rapid progress.
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